TRANS> Launches THESE TIMES, a Printed and Digital Stamp Project by 50 Artists and Institutions.

The printed artworks will be distributed in the October 2020 issue of frieze magazine, the institutions of the stamps and @these.times.forever
Non-profit arts organization TRANS> is pleased to launch THESE TIMES, a print and digital stamp project with contributions by 50 artists and 50 institutions. Curated by TRANS> founder Sandra Antelo-Suarez, the project is in response to the global pandemic and follows a call to artists to create artworks formatted in the design of postage stamps as a gesture that unites communities across New York City, Ibero-America, Spain, and Portugal. The 50 submitted stamp artworks from THESE TIMES will be distributed in the October 2020 issue of frieze magazine, bringing art directly into homes, and posted digitally on the THESE TIMES Instagram account @these.times.forever.

“I saw the devastation in New York and across Ibero-America, especially the disproportionate impact the pandemic has had on our culture and artistic communities, and wanted to find a way to bring artists and thinkers together to create a space for grief, but also for hope and action,” says THESE TIMES curator Sandra Antelo-Suarez.

THESE TIMES acts as a tribute and gesture of love, grief, and solidarity for the lives lost to COVID-19 and those facing difficulty in the current times. The stamps, marked with a symbolic currency of love, function as individual stickers that encourage poetic gestures of communication, especially crucial in this global moment that has deeply affected our communities. At its core, the format of a stamp evokes the connection found through sending letters. Beyond exploring this sense of interconnectedness, this project presciently underscores the link between voting through mail as a form of direct action, self-expression, and self-determination. To invite further collaboration, TRANS> invites everyone to submit their own designs on social media with the hashtag #TheseTimesForver and by visiting transmag.org

Each stamp artwork created for THESE TIMES features an original design with the name of the artist, the art institution or gallery where the artist currently has or had an exhibition, and the country. The 1.3 x 1.3 inch stamps include text in Spanish, English, and Portuguese.

OUR CIVIC DUTY TO VOTE IS ONE OF THE POWERS WE HOLD TO END INEQUALITIES AND INJUSTICES IN THE WORLD
Photos by Pablo Gómez-Ogando
 THESE TIMES artists and institutions:

ARCO | ESPAÑA | PORTUGAL
LEONOR ANTUNES | MUSEU DE ARTE DE SÃO PAULO | BRASIL
FERNANDO ARIAS | MUSEO DE ARTE MODERNO DE BOGOTÁ | COLOMBIA
STEFFAN BRÜGGEMANN | MUSEO JUMEX | MÉXICO
PAULO BRUSCKY | NARA ROESLER | BRASIL | USA
VIVIAN CACCURI | A GENTIL CARIOCA | BRASIL
MARCELA CANTUARIÁ | A GENTIL CARIOCA | BRASIL
ALBERTO CASARI | MAC LIMA | PERÚ
LEDA CATUNDA | FORTES D’ALOIA & GABRIEL | BRASIL
FELICIANO CENTURIÓN | AMERICAS SOCIETY | USA
LIA CHAIA | GALERIA VERMELHO | BRASIL
GABRIEL CHAILE | PROA21 | ARGENTINA
MARCELO CIPIS | BERGAMIN & GOMIDE | BRASIL
MIPHERA CUEVAS | KURIMANZUTTO | MÉXICO
MARIANA CASTILLO DEBALL | MUSEO AMPARO | MÉXICO
CAN | EMBAJADA | BORIKÉN (Puerto Rico)
LUIS FLORES | EL MUSEO DEL BARRIO | USA
REGINA JOSÉ GALINDO | PROYECTOS ULTRAVIOLETA | GUATEMALA
FELIX GONZALEZ-TORRES | DE LA CRUZ COLLECTION | USA
CRISTINA IGLESIAS | CASA DEL FARO | ISLA DE SANTA CLARA | DONOSTIA | SAN SEBASTIÁN | ESPAÑA
LEANDRO KATZ | HENRIQUE FARIA, HERLITZKA + FARIA | ARGENTINA | USA
ARTUR LESCHER | NARA ROESLER | BRASIL | USA
LAURA LIMA | A GENTIL CARIOCA | BRASIL
DIANA LÓPEZ | @ACCIONLIBERTAD | VENEZUELA
MATEO LÓPEZ | GALERIA LUISA STRINA | BRASIL
GILDA MANTILLA | 80M2 LIVIA BENAVIDES | PERÚ
BEATRIZ MILHAZES | MUSEU DE ARTE DE SÃO PAULO | BRASIL
WYNIE MYNERVA | GINSBERG GALERIA | PERÚ
ERNESTO NETO | FORTES D’ALOIA & GABRIEL | BRASIL
JUAN JOSÉ OLAVARRÍA | GALERÍA MUNICIPAL DE ARTE PANCHO FIERRO | PERÚ
DAMIÁN ORTEGA | KURIMAZUTTO | MÉXICO
BERNARDO ORTIZ | CASAS RIEGNER | COLOMBIA
SILVANA PESTANA | GINSBERG GALERIA | PERÚ
GALA PORRAS-KIM | ROSE ART MUSEUM | LABOR | USA | MÉXICO
PROA 21 | ARGENTINA
LETICIA RAMOS | MENDES WOOD DM | BRASIL | BELGIQUE | USA
ANA ROLDÁN | INSTITUTO DE VISIÓN | COLOMBIA
ANRI SALA | CENTRO BOTÍN | ESPAÑA
FRANCESCO JOÃO SCAVADA | MENDES WOOD DM | BRASIL | BELGIQUE | USA
ALEJANDRA SEEGER | BARRO | ARGENTINA
SANTIAGO SIERRA | HELGA DE ALVEAR | ESPAÑA
TERESA SOLAR | TRAVESÍA CUATRO | MÉXICO | ESPAÑA
JUAN SORRENTINO | FUNDACIÓN PROA | ARGENTINA
DANIEL STEEGMANN MANGRÀNE | MENDES WOOD DM | BRASIL | BELGIQUE | USA
MARIO GARCÍA TORRES | MUSEO DE ARTE CONTEMPORANEO DE MONTERREY | MÉXICO
ORIOL VILANOVA | KOTARO NUKAGA | JAPAN
HÉCTOR ZAMORA | THE MET | LABOR | USA | MÉXICO
ZONA MACO | MÉXICO
THESE TIMES Team:

Curator: Sandra Antelo-Suarez
In cooperation with Ana Sokoloff
Graphic Design: Matt DeFrain, Florencia Lechin, Ana Winograd

THESE TIMES is made possible through the support of Eugenio López and Fundación Jumex Arte Contemporáneo. Additional support is provided by Federico Gonzalez Daboin, Eduardo and Mariana Hochschuld, Alexia Hochschuld Correa, Dani and Mirella Levinas, Luis Pérez Oramas, Claudia Pareja, Adriana Rosenberg, Eric Schimmel, and Vivian Pfeiffer. Special thank you to Patrick Charpenel, Rosa and Carlos de la Cruz, Cari Fernandez, Felix Gonzalez-Torres Foundation, Michy Marxuach, Isabela Mora, Esthella Provas and Melissa Wallen.

About TRANS>:

THESE TIMES is a project of TRANS>, a non-profit organization based in New York City. Since its inception in 1995, TRANS> has located itself in a transitional space and through the mediums of art and culture, has designed new cartographies, subverted rigid codes and encourages unexpected dialogues. TRANS> believes in a tradition of multiple views and constant change. It responds to the immediate creative needs of artists and urgencies of the times. Among TRANS> projects are the journal TRANS> arts.cultures.media, Don’t Trust Anyone over Thirty: Entertainment by Dan Graham, Tony Oursler and Rodney Graham, a 60 min. live rock-opera puppet concert and Smile Without a Cat: A Celebration of Anne Lee’s Vanishing, a fire works project by Pierre Huyghe and Philippe Parreno.

About the Curator:

Sandra Antelo-Suarez is a cultural engineer known for her editorial and curatorial projects. In 1995 Antelo-Suárez founded the non-profit organization TRANS> and the journal TRANS> arts.cultures.media, of which she was editorial director. The first interdisciplinary and multilanguage publication with a focus on the cultural contextualization of American cultures, TRANS> arts.cultures.media published seminal essays by Ernesto Laclau, Judith Butler, Juan Goytisolo, and Sylvère Lotringer; and discussions on art accompanied by published artwork, such as the TRANS> gum edition by Paul McCarthy, which served as the cover of TRANS> arts.cultures.media no. 8, 2000.


In the past years Antelo-Suarez has engaged in a new reading of Calder curating “Alexander Calder: Theater of Encounter” at Fundación PROA, Buenos Aires, and has written extensively on Calder.
To view/download each artist stamp, please click in its respective image.
To view/download each artist stamp, please click in its respective image.